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EFFECTS OF HEIGHT OF PRUNING ON 
SIZE OF BERRIES AND YIELD IN 
THE LATHAl\1 RASPBERRY 
w. G. BRIERLEY 
Tipping back red raspberry canes in the early spring is a field man-
agement operation practiced by nearly all growers in Minnesota. There 
are some marked differences, however, in the practice in relation to the 
height at which the canes are pruned or, conversely, as to the length of 
cane removed. Most growers recognize the fact that canes may be 
longer in the staked hill system than in the unsupported hedge row. 
Some growers prune to leave the canes as long as possible, generally at 
54 to 6o inches in the staked hill, in the belief that the longer canes will 
produce a larger yield. Others hold the opposite view, that pruning the 
canes to about 24 inches will tend to increase the vigor of the fruiting 
laterals, increase the size of the berry, and lengthen the fruiting season 
without seriously reducing the volume of the crop. Still other growers 
contend that canes pruned to about 36 inches will yield as much fruit 
as longer ones, that staking and tying are not necessary, and that the 
yield will be as large as that from longer canes. With these different 
practices as a background, preliminary studies of the effects of height 
of pruning were begun in 1924. In 1928, 1929, and 1930 they were 
carried out in greater detail. 
Studies of the problem have been made in other states where rasp-
berries are an important crop. In Michigan, Johnston and Loree ( 2), 
studying the response of the Cuthbert variety to pruning, found that 
severe heading back 0f the canes greatly reduced the yield without ma-
terially increasing the size of the berries. Shoemaker ( 5), in Ohio, 
studying the response of the King variety to pruning, found no appre-
ciable difference in size of fruit on pruned and unpruned canes, but the 
number of berries was greater on the longer canes. Lott ( 3), in his 
pruning studies with the June and Cayuga varieties in Colorado, found 
that canes pruned to 4 feet yielded significantly less than those pruned 
to 5 feet. Darrow (I), reporting on his. studies of the reel raspberry, 
states that removal of the tips of the canes (probably inferring some-
what severe pruning) lessens the crop and makes it somewhat later. 
In Western ·washington the growers usually prune as little as possible, 
according to the training systems in use, as the general opinion is that 
the longer canes produce the largest yields. In Minnesota, the Latham 
raspberry responds to pruning much as raspberries elsewhere. The 
usual effect of severe pruning is to reduce the yield. 
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Under climatic conditions prevailing in Minnesota, cultural prac-
tices must be follo·wed that will insure full maturity of the new canes 
in the fall so injury during the following winter will be kept at a mini-
mum. The results obtained in 1928 indicate that when canes have been 
slightly injured, those pruned to 6o inches do not produce a crop any 
larger than similar canes pruned more severely. There also seems to 
be a tendency for summer drouth or high temperatures to have a more 
marked effect on the longer canes than on the shorter ones, with the 
result that the yields may be about equal in some seasons. 
Preliminary studies were carried on at University Farm in 1924 and 
continued through 1927. Altho a serious infection of the mosaic dis-
ease reduced the vigor of the plants under observation, these studies 
showed that severe pruning tended to produce more vigorous growth 
in the laterals but the number of blossoms and fruits per cane were 
greatly reduced. 
From 1928 to 1930 the work was continued in a field of the Latham 
variety at the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. The soil in this 
field is a medium clay loam. The plants were set out in 1925 in the 
staked-hill system with the rows 6 feet apart and the plants 4 feet apart 
:in the rows. When these studies were carried on the plants were 
generally vigorous. During 1927 and in the early part of 1928 all 
plants infected with mosaic were removed. In August, 1928, it was 
estimated that about 2 per cent of the rest of the plants were infected 
with mosaic. In 1930 this percentage had increased materially, but the 
field as a whole was holding np very well in vigor and yield and could 
be considered comparable to the average commercial planting of the 
same age. The canes were vigorous, those left for fruiting averaging 
about 6 feet in height. Most of them were unbranched, as cultural 
methods were followed to develop this type of cane so far as possible. 
In pruning, an effort was made to remove the few branched canes 
where this could be done without unduly reducing the number of canes 
per hill. As a result the number of branched canes remaining in the 
plots after prnning was less than 4 per cent in each of the three seasons. 
In 1928, because the work included studies of the effect of height 
of pruning on the food substances within the canes, the plots were laid 
out to include 24 hills each. Similar halves of each of the plots were 
used for fruiting studies; the other halves as the source of material 
for chemical analyses. The canes were pruned in 1928 to r 5, 36, and 
6o inches, four plots of each being systematically distributed through 
the field. The extremely low pruning to I 5 inches was followed to 
emphasize any effects of severe pruning. In 1929 the plots were 
changed to include 20 hills per plot, all of which were used in the fruit-
ing studies. The pruning heights for the plots were 36, 42, 48, 54, and 
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6o inches. Nine plots of each height were systematically distributed 
through the field. In I930 the same arrangement and treatment were 
followed. 
In I928 there was an average of 5 canes per hill, or 6o canes per 
fruiting plot. In I929 the number of canes per hill remained the same, 
but the larger plots, with missing hills considered, included an average 
of 8o canes. In I930, with the plants suffering less injury from storms 
than in the preceding year, an effort to leave 7 canes per hill resulted 
in an average of I20 canes per plot. 
Altho the primary purpose of these studies was to determine the 
effect of height of pruning. on total yield and on size of berry some 
observations relative to other effects of pruning are of interest. 
EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF PRUNING ON GROWTH OF 
LATERALS 
Some data obtained in I928 indicate that as pruning increases in 
severity there is a tendency for the laterals to increase in vigor. But 
the laterals that grow on the central and basal portions of the unpruned 
cane .usually are longer than those produced at the tips. One effect of 
pruning, in removing the tips on which short laterals would develop, is 
definitely to increase the average length of laterals on the rest of the 
cane. However, pruning to shorter canes seems to affect the vigor of 
growth as well, so the length of the laterals is determined partly by the 
location on the cane and partly by the pruning. 
Altho the greater average length of laterals on the shorter canes 
is due only in part to the effects of pruning, the grower should realize 
that the actual result is for the shorter canes to increase in height pro-
portionately more than those pruned longer. Measurements made in 
I930 of 5 typical canes plus their tip laterals in each of the 9 plots of 
similar pruning showed that the 36-inch canes increased to 55 inches. 
The 6o-inch canes increased to 67 inches. The height of canes plus 
tip laterals in the other treatments ranged between these extremes, as 
shown in Table I and Figure I. 
Table r 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Length of Cane Plus Tip Laterals 
Height of canes after spring pruning, in. . . . . . 36 
Average height of canes plus tip laterals, in. . . . 55 
42 
ss 
As a result of this growth there was less difference in the height of 
the bearing canes at harvest time than when they were pruned in the 
spring. The difficulty experienced by some growers in maintaining 
their canes in an upright position during the fruiting season probably 
is due largely to this growth. The difficulty with a vigorous variety, 
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such as the Latham, may be avoided either by pruning longer and pro-
viding some kind of support or pruning shorter with the probability 
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Fig. o. Effect of Height of Pruning on Length of Cane Plus Tip Lateral 
that the yield will be reduced if the canes are cut to a height of less 
than 36 inches. 
EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF PRUNING ON TIME OF 
BLOOMING AND SEASON OF RIPENING 
The earliest blossoms ate characteristically borne on the laterals 
near the tips of the canes. Observations in the pruning plots showed 
that the Latham follows this habit closely. The earliest bloom appeared 
on laterals on the upper portion of the 6o-inch canes. The canes pruned 
more severely bloomed later, about in proportion to the severity of 
pruning. However, the difference was not more than 4 or 5 days. This 
difference was not enough to affect greatly the time of ripening of the 
first berries under each treatment. Altho the earliest berries to ripen 
were invariably picked from the 6o-inch canes, there was little differ-
ence in the time that picking began on the various plots. In 1928 some 
of the 36-inch plots produced their first ripe berries the same clay as 
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Fig. 2. Effect of Height of Pruning on Yield of Latham Raspberry Throughout the 
Picking Season of I 928 
Table 2 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Yields of the Latham Raspberry Throughout 
the Picking Season of 1928 
Yields uniformly distributed throughout the season and weighted on the basis of the 
number of canes per plot. 
Picking dates I 5 
grams 
July 13 ............. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
15.............................. I4 
17............ ... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 48 
rg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r ss 
21.............................. 263 
23. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 367 
25. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589 
27. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S28 
~······························ 6~ 
3 I ............ ······· ... ·....... 488 
Aug. 2*.; ........................... 410 
4*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 360 
6.............................. 282 
8 .............................. 2i7 
10 .•••..•...•................... 
12 ............................. . 
14· ............................ . 
r6 ............................. . 
*Yields for August 2 and 4 distributed by estimate 
Pruning height, in. 
grams 
41 
87 
252 
56! 
873 
1,061 
1, tr6 
1,267 
1,368 
I ,003 
74 r 
6r6 
527 
290 
343 
263 
183 
86 
from total picked 
6o 
grams 
71 
IH 
344 
637 
89r 
l,20j 
1,!83 
1,277 
I,J47 
gSr 
659 
551 
482 
321 
338 
263 
r88 
6g 
on August 4· 
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the 6o-inch plots, and harvesting began on the others with the second 
picking of the field 3 days later. There was a greater retardation with 
the Is-inch plots. Ripe berries were picked on the first of these plots 
at the time the latest of the 36-inch plots produced ripe fruit, but all 
were producing ripe berries at the time of the third picking, 2 days later. 
This retardation is indicated in Figure 2 and Table 2. In 1929, picking 
began on all plots on the same day, as shown in Figure 3 and Table 3· 
The 6o-inch plots showed scattering ripe berries 2 days earlier than the 
others but there were not enough to make harvesting practicable. In 
1930 picking began at the same time on all except a few of the 36-inch 
plots and these produced ripe berries 2 days later (see Fig. 4 and 
Table 4). It is apparent from these observations that under Minnesota 
conditions height of pruning in the Latham variety did not greatly 
affect the season of blooming or the ripening of the earliest berries. 
Table 3 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Yields of the Latham Raspberry Throughout 
the Picking Season of 1929 ' 
Yields uniformly distributed throughout the season and weighted on the basis of the 
number of canes per plot. 
Pruning height, in. 
Picking dates 36 42 48 54 6o 
grams grams grams grams grams 
July I 5 · · · · • • · · · · · · · · · · · · • · 296 384 5 I8 659 6o6 
I 7 · · · · · · • · · · · · • • • • • • • • 3I9 437 537 750 702 
I9 .................... 6II 730 874 992 1,036 
21 ..........•.• 0 •••••• 8I8 1,053 1,182 I .49 I x,6or 
23 .................... 434 s85 626 692 735 
•5····· ............... ;84 977 I, 141 1,257 I,474 
27 ............. ....... 6s7 759 90I 947 938 
29 .................... 807 9I2 r,oo6 997 1,094 
3I ........•........... 395 44I 534 53 I 66I 
Aug. 2 ...... 0 0 •••••••••••• 485 507 540 564 634 
4· ................ •.. 40I 435 446 463 547 
6 .................... 29I 3I4 321 303 382 
There was some tendency for the tailer canes to produce more ripe 
berries in the first few pickings than were harvested from canes pruned 
shorter. This is an indication that the taller canes tended to produce 
proportionately more early blossoms than did shorter canes, altho the 
time of bloom was not much different: This difference in quantity of 
early berries was not marked between the 6o- and the 36-inch canes in 
1928 (Fig. 2). In 1929, the early yield of the 6o-inch plots was about 
double that of the 36-inch plots (Fig. 3), but as the difference persisted 
throughout the season the effect of height of pruning on the quantity 
of early fruit is not definite. In 1930, the quantity of fruit picked from 
the 6o-, 54-, and 48-inch plots was considerably larger than that of the 
36-inch plots during the first seven pickings, as shown in Figure 4 and 
Table 4. This relation was reversed at the close of the season but the 
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difference between the pruning treatments was less marked. The gen-
eral effect in 1930 was that the crop season was slightly retarded about 
in proportion to severity of pruning. However, the late pickings show 
a rapidly decreasing quantity of berries. It appears doubtful if the· 
effect noted by Darrow (I), that low pruning will extend the fruiting 
season from 2 to 4 weeks, may be obtained with the Latham. The 
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Fig. J. Effect of Height of Pruning on Yield of Latham Raspherry Throughout the 
Picking Season of 1929 
Latham has a tendency, in Minnesota, to develop a few vigorous basat 
laterals with no apparent relation to pruning height. These basal lat-
erals produce large late berries, which extend the ripening season, but 
there is not enough fruit produced to make commercial picking practi-
cable. For home use, also, not enough late berries have been obtained 
to make late pickings worth while. 
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The distribution of the crop throughout the harvest season is shown 
in Tables 2, 3, and 4, and Figures 2, 3, and 4· The pickings, in general, 
increase rapidly in volume in the early season, reach a more or less defi-
nite maximum, or "height of the season," and then fall off rapidly to 
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Fig. 4· Effect of Height of Pruning on Yield of Latham Raspberry Throughout the 
Picking Season of 1930 
the end of the season. In 1928 (Table 2 and Fig. 2) this seasonal dis-
tribution was fairly regular, with the yield of the 6o- and 36-inch plots 
about equal. The yield of the Is-inch plots ranged throughout the 
season at about half the volume of the other plots, indicating that this 
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pruning is too severe and results in a great loss of fruit. In 1929, 
(Table 3 and Fig. 3) the longer canes produced the larger yields, con-
sistently, throughout the season. The distribution was not so regular 
as in 1928. Drouth caused a marked reduction in the yields of July 23, 
hut showers brought them up on July 25 to about normal. In 1930 
(Table 4 and Fig. 4), except for the slight effect on earliness, there was 
no material difference in the yield from the different heights through 
the season. The decline on July 18 was due to picking at an unusually 
early time of day. Ordinarily, picking started at 7:30 to 8 :oo a.m. and 
ended in the early afternoon. On this elate, in order to avoid conflict 
with a visitors' day program, the plots ·were picked between 5 :oo and 
ro :oo a.m. Mo->t of the loss in yield on this date was doubtless made 
up on July 20. It is of interest to note that the sharp decline in yields 
from July 22 to 26 caused by unusually hot weather was checked, and 
yields increased markedly on July 28 as the result of three light showers. 
These showers occurring on July 23, 25, and 27, made a total of ap-
proximately o.6 inch of rain. Apparently the plants were able to make 
use of this light rainfall, with the increased yields of July 28 as a result. 
The decline in volume from that elate to the end of the season was rapid. 
This was, to a large extent, the normal decline toward the end of the 
season, but it was probably accelerated by the unusual high tempera-
tures prevailing at the time. 
Table 4 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Yields of the Latham Raspberry Throughout 
the Picking Season of rggo 
Yields uniformly distributed thl'Oughout the season and weighted on the basis of the 
number of canes per plot. 
Pruning height, in. 
Picking dates 36 42 48 54 6n 
grams grdms grams grams gram:-; 
July 6. ...... .. .. .. ... ... 4 9 33 44 45 
8 ..... 
·········· 
..... 35 67 '55 .:wg 176 
10 ....... .. 
·········· 
96 127 2h9 325 282 
12. .. .... .... .. .... .. 174 2i0 367 448 41..? 
14- ................... .(87 6.(6 916 t,o96 1,011 
16. ...... .. . . . . . . . . 639 772 972 988 1,064 
18. ...... ... . ... .. ... 587 683 8oS 780 761 
zo ..... .. .. ........ .. 2,258 2,3.P 2,220 2,044 2,230 
22. 
················ 
.. 2,191 2,262 2, I 53 1,982 2,159 
24 .... ...... ...... .. 1,596 1,475 1,396 
'·453 1,303 
26. .. .... 
········ 
.. ... 9J6 1,029 I,OJ2 972 92I 
28 ... .. -.... .......... r,887 2,000 I ,/52 I,6j5 I ,552 
30 .. • .... .. .. .. .. .. ... 1,281 I,3Ji 1,206 I, I Si I 1001 
Aug. I ..... .... .... ... 8.<8 868 858 731 763 
3. .......... 
······ 
521 531 485 435 381 
, ............... ..... 4S2 4iR 445 39! 339 
7 ..... .... .... ... ... 442 423 404 ~46 
.13i 
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EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF PRUNING ON SIZE OF 
BERRIES 
The data obtained in these studies indicate clearly that the size of 
the berry is affected by height of pruning. Throughout the three sea-
sons of 1928, 1929, and 1930, the average size of the berries was found 
to increase as pruning increased in severity, but this increase had ap-
parently had no effect on yield other than to offset, in part, the loss in 
total product. 
The method followed in studying the effects of pruning on the size 
of berries was to select 25 berries at random from the fruit of each 
plot at each picking. These samples were weighed and the average 
weight was calculated for each picking for each pruning height. The 
45 
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Fig. s. Effect of Height of Pruning on the Weight of 1nd;vidual Berries Throughout the 
Picking Season of 1928 
data obtained in this way for each year are presented in Tables 5, 6, 
and 7 and Figures 5, 6, and 7· 
In 1928 (Table 5 and Fig. 5) the data show that the berries from 
the 6o-inch plots consistently averaged smaller than those from the 36-
inch plots. This was probably because the upper portion of a 
cane tends to develop weak laterals and small berries. Altho many 
of these upper laterals dried up early, enough of them continued to 
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fruit throughout the season to affect the average size of the berries. 
Some of the increase in size from the 36-inch plots probably was due 
to the removal of the upper portion of the canes where the small berries 
would have been produced. Johnston and Loree (2) have shown that 
the size of the berry in the unpruned cane decreases from the base to 
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the tip. It seems likely, however, that pruning to shorter canes not only 
increased the vigor of growth of the laterals but also increased the size 
of the berries to some extent. In other words, the increase in the aver-
age size of berries produced on the 36-inch plots was clue partly to 
location on the cane and partly to pruning treatment. 
Table 5 
Effect of Height of Pruning upon ·the Weight of Individual Berries 
Throughout the Picking Season of rgz8 
Picking dates 
grams 
July '3·.......... . ......... . 
I6 ............................. . 
18.............................. 4·2 
20.............................. 3-9 
22.............................. 3-4 
23 .... · · , .. , . , .. , , .. , , ... · ... · · · 3· I 
2.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.9 
Zi.............................. 2.9 
29-.......................... 2.8 
31.............................. 2.6 
Aug. z ............................. . 
4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5 
6 .............................. az 
8.............................. 2.4 
I I ..•......•.•.• • ••..•.. • .. ··.•• 2.4 
14 .........•..... , .... · · ... ,.... ::-.1 
IJ,,, .... , ....... , ... , ... ,...... I.J 
Pruning height, in. 
36 6o 
grams grams 
2.4 
3-2 2.8 
3-9 3·3 
3.6 3.0 
3·3 2.8 
3-0 Z.J 
2.9 z.8 
3·0 2.7 
2.7 2.3 
2.4 2.2 
2.J 2.0 
2.2 2,0 
2.3 2. I 
2.3 2.I 
2.1 1.9 
1.9 1.7 
These data indicate, however, that size of berry in the Latham 
variety does not increase materially with very severe pruning as com-
pared to less severe pruning. Table 5 and Figure 5 show that the 
berries from the I 5-inch plots were only a little luger than those 
from the 36-inch plots. This was not enough to make up for the 
great loss of fruit, as shown in Tables 8 and 9 and Figure 8. 
In I929 is was again noted that the berries harvested from the 
shorter canes were larger than those picked from longer canes. The 
data are presented in Table 6 and Figure 6. In this season the 36-
inch canes consistently produced larg~r berries than the 6o-inch canes 
with those from the 58-inch canes intermediate in size. The differ-
ences were not so marked as in I 928 and the berries were smaller in 
size throughout the season than those of the previous year. This eli f-
ference probably is clue to the heavier rainfall of 1928. 
In I930 the same effects on size of berry were noted as in the 
preceding seasons. These data are presented in Table 7 and Figure 7. 
In this season the differences, altho constant throughout the season, 
were less marked than in the other seasons. This may have been clue 
in part to the very light rainfall after early July and the abnormally 
high temperature throughout the harvest season. 
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Table 6 
Effect of Height of Pruning upon the Weight of Individual Berries 
Throughout the Picking Season of 1929 
Pruning height, in. 
Picking dates 36 42 48 54 6o 
grams grams grams grams grams 
July 15. 
················ 
... 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.2 
17 .....•••••.•....•... 2.6 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.3 
19 .•. .... ...... 
······ 
2.7 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.3 
21 ..•.. ....... 
········ 
2.3 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 
23 ...•..............•. 2.3 2.3 2.1 2.0 2.0 
25 ............. .... .. 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.2 
27 ......... .. ......... 2.J 2.2 2.0 1.9 2.0 
29. .... ............... 2.1 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7 
Jl ....•.......•....... 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.7 
Aug. 3 ... ................. 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8 
5 .. ..... .. ........... 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 
7- .............. ..... 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.6 
That the increase in the average size of berries may at times help 
to make up for the loss in numbers is indicated by the figures presented 
in Table 9· In 1928 and 1930, there was little difference in the total 
yields from the plots ranging in height from 36 to 6o inches. \;v'ith 
other factors doubtless affecting the yields of these plants, it is not 
safe to conclude that the increase in size was alone responsible for 
the fact that the total yields from 36-inch canes about equalled that 
of the 6o-inch canes. It 1s obvious, however, that the increase in 
size may have contributed to that result. 
Table 7 
Effect of Height of Pruning upon the Weight of Individual Berries 
Throughout the Picking Season of 1930 
Pruning Height, in. 
Picking date• 36 42 48 54 6o 
grams grams grams grams grams 
July 6. .. . . .. 2.2 2.4 2.2 2, I 2.0 
8. ... .. . . .. 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.J 2.3 
10. .. .. . . 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.5 
12 •. .. .. . . .. . . J.O 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.7 
'4· .. .. 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.4 
16. .. .. .. . . 2.4 2.4 2.2 2 . .2 2.1 
!8. .. . .. 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.J 2.2 
20 . .... .. . . 
22. ... .. .. .. 2.4 2.J 2.J 2.2 2.1 
24· .. .. .. ... .. 2.J 2.J 2.2 2.1 2.0 
26. .. . ... .. .. ... 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.0 
28. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.0 2, I 
JO .. ... .. .. .. .. .. 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 
Aug. I. .. .. ... .. 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 
4· ... .. .. .. 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 I.S 
7. .. ...... .... .. 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 
10. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 1.5 1.5 1.4 r.5 1.5 
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The raspberry apparently is very sensitive to extremes of tem-
perature and to variations in soil moisture. This sensitiveness may be 
seen in the effect on size of berry, which is similar to the effects on the 
distribution of crop volume previously noted. In I928 showers oc-
curring on July 23 and 24 were followed by an increase in size of 
berry. Heavy rains on August I and 6 apparently increased the size 
at a time of general decline. In 1929 an increase in size again followed 
immediately after the showers of July 23 and 24. The same effect 
also followed the more general rain of August 2. In 1930 high tem-
perature probably accounts for the decrease in size on July r6. Some 
increase in size in the berries from the 6o-inch canes followed the 
very light showers of July 23, 25, and 27. At other heights, altho 
no increase in size occurred, the general decline was arrested. Ap-
parently the Latham variety quickly responds to slight increases in 
moisture during the ripening season, particularly when the moisture 
supply is depleted by hot weather. Marshall ( 4) has noted a similar 
relation between rainfall and size of berry in the black raspberry. The 
consistent response of the Latham to even slight additions to the 
moisture supply indicates that the suggestion of Darrow (I) that 
supplemental irrigation will pay in the eastern states when soil moisture 
can not be maintained by tillage alone, may have value under Min-
nesota conditions, where the annual rainfall usually does not exceed 
25 inches. 
In all three seasons the size of the berries increased during the 
first two or three pickings, except in the case of the rs-inch canes in 
1928, after which there was a more or less regular decline to the end 
of the season. This has been noted by Marshall ( 4) with relation 
to the size of black raspberries. This maximum size was reached 
from 2 to ro clays ahead of the largest yield from a single picking. 
As the largest volume of fruit at a single picking apparently came 
normally after the size of the berries had begun to decline, and as 
the volume of fruit harvested at a given date apparently declined about 
as often as it increased when there was an increase in size clue to 
rainfall, it does not appear probable that size~is at all closely associated 
with the volume of fruit harvested on any single picking elate. 
EFFECT OF HEIGHT OF PRUNING ON TOTAL YIELD 
The data relating to the total yield of the various plots are presented 
in Table 8. The figures show that in I928 the excessively severe prun-
ing to a height of I 5 inches reduced the total yield to about half that 
of the plots pruned to 36 and 6o inches. This loss of volume makes 
it obvious that such severe pruning can not be recommended. The 
difference between the plots pruned to 36 and 6o inches is not statisti-
ca11y significant. Observations of the canes indicated that winter in-
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jury had reduced the vigor of the upper portion of the longer canes 
and had reduced production. 
Tl~e damage caused by the severe storm of August r, 1928, evidently 
reduced the vigor and yield of the canes in their fruiting season in 
1929. There was no apparent winter injury to the canes, and the 
yields increased in direct proportion to the length of the canes. Altho 
the yields were apparently reduced by the storm damage, as noted, 
the increases in yield with increased height of cane agree essentially 
with the results of pruning studies conducted elsewhere. A statistical 
analysis of these figures indicates that the differences in yield between 
the plots pruned to 36, 48, and 6o inches are significant. Altho the 
relation of the yields obtained from the plots pruned to 42 and 5-J. 
inches to the other plots is not statistically significant, a regular upward 
trend in yield is directly proportional to height of pruning. 
In 1930 the fruiting canes showed no evidence of injury and the 
vigorous growth of the preceding year made it possible to leave more 
canes per hill and per plot. However, there was little difference in 
the total yield of the plots. The plots pruned to 36 inches yielded 
slightly less than the others, but the differences in yield were not 
statistically significant. The uniformity of these yields, regardless of 
height of pruning, suggests the possibility that climatic fa.ctors affected 
the canes to the exclusion of the effects of pruning. Altho the rain-
fall was plentiful until July 3, after that elate severe drouth prevailed 
and the temperature generally was abnormally high, levelling the total 
yields. This effect is in agreement with the observations of Johnston 
and Loree ( 2), who indicate in their studies with the Cuthbert variety, 
in Michigan, that that variety is perhaps more sensitive to moisture 
supply than to pruning. 
Table 8 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Yield per Plot* 
Season 
Size of plots, number p·cr acre 
Average number of canes 
per plot ............... . 
Pruning height, 
IS I 
6o 
in. grams 
IS ........ '".................. 6,273±..?31 
36. · · · · · .... · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · ·.. I I ,780±435 
42 •...•......•...............• 
48 ........................... . 
54· .......................... . 
6o. ... . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . 12,18I±464 
91 
So 
grams 
10,984±389 
12,$69±397 
'-1,097±447 
r s.os-t±477 
l 5,763±500 
I930 
9I 
I20 
g-rams 
I9,368±442 
20,607±-!-70 
20,309±463 
20,528±-168 
19,899+453 
* Plot yields corrected for soil variability and weighed on the bases of the number of 
canes per plot. Probable error calculated in percentage by the deviation of the mean method 
in accordance with the formula 
P.E.M = ± o.6745 - :!: (d) >n 
N (n-r) 
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To facilitate comparison of the effects of these pruning treat-
ments, the equivalent yields per acre for each pruning height have 
been calculated from the original cbta. These figures are presented 
in Table 9 and Figure 8. 
Table g 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Total Yield Per Acre 
Yields calculated from the original data and expressed in number of .24-pint crates 
per acre. 
Height of canes, in. 
Crates 
1928 
IS............................... 106. I 
36. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224.2 
42 .............................. . 
48 .............................. . 
54 .............................. . 
6o... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229.2 
Crates 
1929 
99·4 
1 1~to 
139-9 
154-7 
!60.8 
Crates! 
2501 
I 
'2001 
I 
/501 /,.··/···//'::= 
// /00 
50 
MM U - ~ G H M ~ 
Prwnio9 he/9.n!" /n /nches 
'200 
/00 
50 
Fig. 8. Effect of Height of Pruning on Total Yield per Acre 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Crates 
1930 
211.9 
224-5 
220.7 
223-4 
222.9 
In these studies pruning canes to a height of 6o inches has brought 
about a slightly larger yield in the early season without otherwise 
affecting the seasonal distribution of the crop to any great extent. 
The size of the berries has consistently increased with the severity of 
pruning, this effect being clue in part to the effect of pruning ami in 
part because, as a rule, the lower part of the canes produces larger 
berries than the upper part. This increase in size to some extent 
tends to make up for the loss in number of berries. In 1929 the 
volume of crop increased with length of cane, showing that when 
climatic conditions are favorable the Latham may be expected to re-
peat this performance. In 1928 the yield from the tallest cane was 
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no larger than that from the canes pruned to 36 inches, this effect 
being due apparently to winter injury to the upper portions of the 
canes. In 1930, with vigorous canes unaffected by winter in jury but 
exposed to severe drouth and unusually high temperatures, the yields 
were practically alike for canes of all heights. These results indicate 
that altho vigorous Latham canes may be expected to produce in pro-
portion to the length of the cane, the production often is affected by 
factors such as immaturity, winter injury, drouth, and high tempera-
ture. In view of these results it appears advisable for the grower not 
only to prune his Latham canes as long as his planting and training 
system allows, but also to follow a cultural practice that will avoid 
the effects of the other factors.. Maturity of the new canes may be 
advanced by stopping cultivation soon after the end of the harvest 
season or by cover cropping. The_ better development of maturity of 
the canes should aid in avoiding winter injury. Incorporating the 
cover crop into the soil in the spring or the addition of organic matter 
from other sources should add to the moisture-holding capacity of the 
soil and tend to make maximum production more certain in a dry 
season. Such practices as mulching or irrigating may have value under 
some conditions. Other field management practices also may be ef-
fective in developing ~mel maintaining vigorous canes or in minimizing 
the effect of unfavorable weather. The grower should realize that, 
with the raspberry as with other bush and tree fruits, pruning is only 
one of several items of field management and that all such practices 
may more or less directly affect the size of the berries or the volume of 
fruit produced. 
SUMMARY 
I. There is a tendency for laterals to grow more vigorously as 
pruning increases in severity. 
2. Shorter pruned canes tend to increase in height proportionately 
more than longer canes because of a greater average length of laterals. 
3· Canes pruned to 6o inches tend to blossom and to produce ripe 
berries a few clays earlier than canes pruned more severely. 
4· The taller canes tend to produce slightly more fruit in the early 
pickings than the shorte.r canes. 
S· Canes pruned to 36 inches or less tend to produce slightly more 
fruit in the late pickings than the 6o-inch canes. 
6. These slight differences in early or late production did not 
materially affect the seasonal distribution of the yield. and low prun-
ing has not been found to lengthen the fruiting season to any great 
extent. 
7· Drouth and unusually hot weather appear to have the etrect of 
reducing size of herry and volume of crop. Rainfall, even very light 
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shovvers, at times seems to have the effect of immediately increasing 
the size of the berries and yields for one or two pickings. 
8. The size of the berries averaged smallest from the 6o-inch canes 
and tended to become larger from successively shorter pruning. This 
is thought to be clue in part to the effect of pruning and in part to the 
fact that the size of berries normally decreases toward the ti1ps of the 
canes. Severe pruning removes most of that part of the cane on which 
small berries would be produced and in affecting the vigor of the re-
maining laterals may increase the size of the berries. 
9· Increase in the size of berries can not be considered great enough 
to make up for the loss in producing power clue to the removal of the 
upper portions of the cane. 
10. Probably the size of the berries is not at all closely associated 
with the volume of fruit harvested on any single picking elate. 
I r. When other factors do not limit production, as in 1929, total 
yields have been found to be in proportion to length of cane. 
12. The effects of winter injury, drouth, and high temperature 
have been to reduce the yields of the longer canes to about that of 
those pruned to 36 inches. 
13. The production of the Is-inch canes in 1928 indicates that this 
treatment is tc·o severe and that the increase in berry size is not 
sufficient to make up for the very heavy loss in crop volume. 
J4. As winter injury, drouth, :mel high temperatures may affect yield 
as much as height of pruning the grower is advised to pay attention 
to field management practices which may tend to avoid these effects. 
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